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Abstract 
Bennett, F.E. and H. Shen, On indecomposable pure Mendelsohn triple systems, Discrete 
Mathematics 97 (1991) 47-57. 
Let u and I be positive integers. A Mendelsohn triple system MTS(u, A) is a pair (X, a), 
where X is a u-set (of points) and %? is a collection of cyclically ordered 3-subsets of X (called 
blocks or triples) such that every ordered pair of points of X is contained in exactly A blocks of 
58. If we ignore the cyclic order of the blocks, then an MTS(u, J.) can be viewed as a 
(v, 3, 21)-balanced incomplete block design (BIBD). An MTS(u, A) is called pure if its 
underlying (u, 3, 2A)-BIBD contains no repeated blocks. An MTS(u, A) is indecomposable if it 
is not the union of two Mendelsohn triple systems MTS(v, A,) and MTS(u, ,Q with A = A, + h,. 
For I = 2 and 3, the problem of existence of a pure MTS(u, J.) is completely solved in this 
paper. We further prove that an indecomposable pure MTS(u, 2) exists if and only if u = 0 or 1 
(mod 3) and u 2 6, except possibly u = 9, 12. We show that an indecomposable pure MTS(u, 3) 
exists for u = 8, 11, 14 and for all u > 17. 
1. Introduction 
In [5], Mendelsohn presented a generalization of Steiner triple systems and this 
concept has since been studied extensively by various authors. These designs are 
now more commonly called Mendelsohn triple systems due to Mathon and Rosa 
[4]. In what follows, we shall adapt the terminology of Mathon and Rosa. 
Let v and 3, be positive integers. A Mendelsohn triple system MTS(v, a) is a 
pair (X, 9) where X is a v-set (of points) and 93 is a collection of cyclically 
ordered 3-subsets of X (called blocks or triples) such that every ordered pair of 
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points of X is contained in exactly il blocks of %‘. We wish to remark that the 
block (a, b, c) contains the ordered pairs (a, b), (b, c) and (c, u) but not (b, a), 
(c, b) or (a, c). If we ignore the cyclic order of the blocks, then an MTS(v, A) can 
be viewed as a (v, 3, 2A)-balanced incomplete block design (BIBD). An 
MTS(v, A) is called pure if its underlying (v, 3, 2A)-BIBD (briefly denoted by 
B(3, 2A; v)) contains no repeated blocks. An MTS(v, il) (X, 9) is decomposable 
if ?j3 = %$ U C?& and (X, 3,) is an MTS(v, A,) and (X, P&J is an MTS(v, A,) with 
A. = A, + &. If an MTS(v, A) is not decomposable, then it is called 
indecomposable. 
A necessary condition for the existence of an MTS(u, A) is Av(v - 1) = 0 
(mod 3). In [l], it is shown that this necessary condition is also sufficient for the 
existence of an MTS(v, h) except for the case (v, A) = (6, 1). However, the MTSs 
constructed in [l] are not necessarily pure or indecomposable in most cases. The 
problem of existence of a pure MTS(v, 1) was completely settled in [2] and these 
designs are obviously indecomposable. For h = 2 and 3, the problem of existence 
of a pure MTS(u, il) is completely solved in this paper. We further prove that an 
indecomposable pure MTS(u, 2) exists if and only if v = 0 or 1 (mod 3) and v 2 6, 
except possibly u = 9, 12. We also establish that an indecomposable pure 
MTS(u, 3) exists for v = 8, 11, 14 and for all ZJ > 17. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let (X, a) be an MTS(v, A) and (Y, 55’) be an MTS(u, A). If X E Y and 
& c 9, then (X, a) is called a subsystem of (Y, C%), or (X, d) is said to be 
embedded in (Y, 3). In this section, we shall give several recursive constructions 
for pure Mendelsohn triple systems containing subsystems. 
Lemma 2.1. Zf v = 0 (mod 2), then any pure MTS(v, A) can be embedded in a 
pure MTS(2v + 1, A). 
Proof. Let X = {mi, m2, . . . , 00” } and (X, .@ be a pure MTS(v, A). Let v = 2v0 
and (d,, d2, . . . , h,) = (_v, Y, . . . , y) (A times) where _v = (1, 2, . . . , v. - 
1, vO, 2v,, 2v0 - 1, 2v,, - 2, . . . , v,, + 1) and di E Z,,, , 1 =z i c Au. As there exists 
a pure MTS(v, A), we have 2il c v - 2. Thus, for any 1s j1 < j2 c Au, it can be 
easily checked that if j2 - j1 < A, then dj, # d,, and djl + djz + 0 (mod(v + 1)). NOW 
for 1 =z i S v, let 
and 
Then (X UZ,+i, 3) is a pure MTS(2v + 1, d) containing (X, a) as a 
subsystem. 0 
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Lemma 2.2. Zf v = 1 (mod 2), then any pure MTS(v, A) can be embedded in a 
pure MTS(2v + 4, )L), and any pure hJTS(v, A) can be embedded in a pure 
MTS(2v + 4, A) if v = 0 (mod 2) and il c (v + 4)/4. 
Proof. Let D(v + 4, A) denote the multiset containing each i for i E Zv+4\ (0) h 
times. Let (X, a) be a pure MTS(v, A). If v = 1 (mod 2), let 
d’={(t,1+t,j+f+l)(2~j~~+l,t~Z,,+4}. 
As there exists a pure MTS(v, A), we have 2A c v - 2. Then we can partition the 
multiset 
D(v + 4, A)\{!, . ,. ) ;; 2,3, . . . ) A + 1; v + 1, 21, . . . , v - A + 2) 
A times 
into v subsets {dil, di2, . . . , du}, lsisv, such that for each l~i~v, if lsj, 
k <A, j# k, then 
dij f dik > d, + dik f 0 (mod 2, +4). 
Now for 14 i c v, let 
and 
@ = {(mi, t, d, + t) 1 16 j c II, t E Z,+,} 
Then (X U Z, +4, $3) is a pure MTS(2v + 4, A) containing (X, a) as a subsystem. 
Ifv=O(mod2)and2~~v0+2, letv=2v,and 
&‘= {(t, j+t, v,+2+j+t) 1 lsj<A, tEZ,+4}. 
We can partition the multiset 
D(v+4, ;1)\{1,2,. . . , Iz; vg + 2, v,+2, . . . ) v,+2; 210 + 1, 210, . . . , 110 + 2 - h} 
h 
into v subsets {dil, di2, . . . , djA}, l<i<v, such that for each lGi<v, if lsj, 
k CA, j# k, then 
d, # dik, d, + dik 9 0 (mod Z,,,). 
Now, for lci~v, let 
~$9~ = {(m,, t, d, + t) ( 1 <j G A, t E Z,,.,} 
and 
Then (X U Z,,+4r 93) is a pure MTS(2v + 4, A) containing (X, a) as a subsystem. 
This completes the proof. q 
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Corollary 2.3. Zf 1 s A < 3, then any pure MTS(v, A) can be embedded in a pure 
MTS(2v + 4, A). 
Proof. If there exists a pure MTS(v, l), then v 22. 1 + 2 = 4 and (v + 4)/42 
2> 1. If there exists a pure MTS(v, 2), then v 2 2.2 + 2 = 6, and we have 
(v +4)/4>2. If there exists a pure MTS(v, 3), then v 32. 3+2= 8 and 
(v + 4)/4 > 3. This completes the proof. 0 
Similarly, we can prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.4. Any pure MTS(v, A) can be embedded in a pure MTS(2v + 7, A) if 
v = 0 (mod 2), and any pure MTS(v, A) can be embedded in a pure MTS(2v + 
7, A) if v = 1 (mod 2) and A G (v + 7)/4. 
Corollary 2.5. Zf 1 c A. < 4, then any pure MTS(v, A) can be embedded in a pure 
MTS(2v + 7, A). 
3. Existence of pure MTS(v, 2) 
A necessary condition for the existence of a pure MTS(v, 2) is 
u-Oor 1 (mod3), ~26. 
It is the purpose of this section to prove that this condition is also sufficient for 
the existence of a pure MTS(v, 2). 
Lemma 3.1. There exists a pure MTS(v, 2) for v = 6, 7, 10. 
Proof. We prove the lemma by direct constructions. 
v = 6, X = Zg. 
LB = ((0, 1, 2), (3, 4, 5) (0, 1, 3) (2, 574)) (0, 4, I), (2, 3, 5), (0, 5, l), (2, 4, 3)) 
(0, 2, 3) (I, 5, 4), (0, 2, 4) (I, 5, 3) (0, 5, 2), (L4, 3) (0, 3, 4) (1, 2, 5) 
(0, 3, 5) (I, 4, 2) (0, 4, 5) (I, 3, 2)). 
v=7, x=z7. 
93 = ((0, 1, 3), (0, 2, 4) (0, 3, 6) (0, 4, 5), (0, 5, I), (0, 6, 2) (0, 1, 4) (0, 2, 5) 
(0, 3, 2) (0, 4, 6) (0, 5, 3) (0, 6, I), (1, 2, 3), (I, 3, 4) (I, 4, 5) (1, 5, 6), 
(1, 6, 2) (I, 2, 4), (I, 5, 2) (1, 6, 3) (2, 3, 4) (2, 5, 3) (2, 6, 4) (2, 6, 5), 
(3, 5, 4) (3, 5, 6), (3, 6, 4), (4, 6, 5)). 
v = 10, x = Zl”. 
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Q = ((0, 1,6), CO,& 71, (‘A 3751, t&4,5), (0,5,6), (0,6,2), (0,7, l), (‘A 8, l), 
(0,9,2), C&l, 9), (0,2,% l&3,9), (0,4,8), (0,5,7), (0,6,4), (0,7,3), 
(0,8,3), (0,9,4), Cl,& 61, CL& 91, (1,3,6), (1,3,8), (1,4,7), (1,4,9>, 
(1,5,3), K5,4), (L6,5), (L7,% 0,7,5), (Lf3,2), (I,& 4),0,9,3), 
G3,4), C&3,7), (2,4,5), (2,4,6), C&5,3), (2,5,8), C&6,3), C&7,4), 
C&8,9), C&9,5), (3,4,9), (3,5,4)> (3,671, (3,7,8), (3,8,4), (3,9,6), 
(4,671, (4,7,9), (4,8,6), (5,6,f$ (5,7,@, (5,8,9), (5,9,6), (5,9,7), 
(k&7), (69271, C&9,8), (7,9,8)). q 
Lemma 3.2. There exists a pure MTS(9,2) and a pure MTS(12,2). 
Proof. 21 = 9, X = 2, U {y, Ma, cQ3, mq}. LB consists of 
(1) {(Y, 0, I), (~2, 0,2), (~3, , 0,3), (~4, 0,4)) developed (mod 5); and 
(2) ((MI, ‘?2,~3)7 (97 w1> 9), (9, % 9), (9, m3,m4); 
(1,2,3), (2,1,4), (3,2,4), (1,3,4); 
(0, ‘=1,2), (0,032, I), (0, m3,4), (0,034,3); 
(% @J2,2), (001, O”3, I), (9, co4,4), (?, 093); 
(a,, O”3? 2), (m2, 0°4, I), (9, 0,4), (~2>O”1, 3); 
(003, c44,2), (,=3,0, I), (m3, M1,4), (M3, %?, 3); 
(m4,0,2), (w4, O”l, I), (004, 0°2, 4), (034,w3,3)). 
v = 12, X = {XI, x2, x3, X4> Yl, Y2r Y3, Y4, YS, Y6, Y7, Y8). 
% = B U ‘?I&, where 9, is the set of the following triples: 
BI = {(YIP x1~ x3), (YIP x2~ x4), (Yl, x3~ Y5), (Ylt x4~ Y6)r (Yl, YS, Y7), (YIP Y6, YS), 
(Yl, Y7, xl), (Yl, Y8, x2), (Y2, xl, Y6), (Y29 -?!P Y7)9 (Y2> x3, Y8), (Y2, x4, XI), 
(Y2, Y5, x2), (Y2, Y6, x3), (Y2, Y7, x4), (Y2, YS, Y5), (Y3> xl, Y7), (Y3, x2, Y8), 
(Y31 x3, %), (Y3, x4, x2)~ (Y3, Y5, x3), (Y3, Y6, x4), (Y3, Y7, Y5)> (Y3, Y8, Y6), 
(Y4, xlt Y8), (Y4> x2, xd, (Y4, x3, x2), (Y4r x4~ x3)~ (Y4, YS, x4), (Y4, Y6, Y5), 
(Y4, Y7, Y6h (Y4, Y8, Y7), (xl, x2~ Y5), (x2, x3> Y6), (x3, x4, Y7), (x4, Y5, YS), 
(Y5, Y6, xl)~ (Y6, Y7, x2), (Y7, YX> x3)~ (Y8, x1~ x4), (Yl, YZ, Y3), (Yl, Y3, Y4), 
(YIP Y4, Y*L (Y2, Y4, Y3)). 
and %I2 = ~993~ where JZ is the following permutation on X fixing the points 




Yl YzY3 Y4 xIx2x3x4 
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Lemma 3.3. There exists a pure MTS(v, 2) containing a pure MTS(6,2) for 
v = 15, 22, 25, 28 and 31. 
Proof. Let X = {cQ,) w2, m3, m4, m5, 00 6} and (X, &) be a pure MTS(6,2). We 
construct a pure MTS(v, 2) (V, 9) containing (X, a) for each v E 
(15, 22,25, 28, 31}, where B = d U 3’. 
v = 15, V =X U Zg, base blocks of 8’: 
{(0,3,6), (0,175) (ml,O, 1), (~1, 0,2), (~2, 0,2), (mz,O, 3), (~3,0,5), 
(%O, 6) (~4, 0,5), (%,0,6), (CQS, 0,7), (~5, 0,8), (a%, 0,7), (% 0, 8)) (mod 9). 
v = 22, V =X U Z16, base blocks of 9’: 
((0, 1,2), (0,2,4), (0,3,6), (0,4,8), (075, IO), (0,9,8), 
(~,0> 6), (~,0,7), (~2, 0,7), (~0~0, ll), (~3,0,9>, (~3,0, lo), 
(~4, 0, 11) (?, 0,13), (~5, 0,12), (% 0,13), (% 0,14), (%, 0,15)} (mod 16). 
v = 25, V =X U Z19, base blocks of W’: 
((0, 172) (0,2,4), (0,3,6), (0,4,8), (075, lo), (0,6,12), (0, 11,4), (0,9,3), 
(% 077) (MI, 098) (~2, 098) (% 0, lo), (~3, 0, lo), (mj, 0,12), 
(~4,0,14), (~4, 0,18), (%O, 14), (% 0,16), (%, 0,17), (me, 0, IS>> (mod 19). 
v = 28, V =X U Zzz, base blocks of 3’: 
((0, 192) (0,274) (0,3,6), (0,478) (075, lo), (0,6,12), (0,7,14), 
(0,994) (0, 11, 1), (0, 1172) (%O, 8), (001, 0,9), (%O, lo), 
(~2, 0>13), (%O, 14) (~3, 0,15), (cQ~, 0 15), (%O, 16) 
(005, 0,17), (% 0,19), (006, 0,19), (%, 0,21)) (mod 22). 
v = 31, V =X U Zz5, base blocks of 3’: 
((0, 1>2), (0,2,4), (0,3,6), (0,478) (075, lo), (0,6,12), (0,7,14), (0,8,16), 
(0,109 l), (0,123 5) (0,936) (0,12,1), (%O, lo), (~,0, ll), (wq,O, 13) 
(~2, 0714) (%O, 15) (~3, 0,16), (%O, 17), (c%,O, 18) (%O, 20) 
(WS, 0,21), (%, 0,22), (% 0,23)} (mod 25). •I 
Lemma 3.4. There exists a pure MTS(v, 2) for each v = 0 or 1 (mod 3), 
6<v ~31. 
Proof. For v = 6, 7, 9, 10, 12, 15, 22, 25, 28 and 31, the existence of a pure 
MTS(v, 2) was established in Lemmas 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3. Now let v = 6 and 10 in 
lemma 2.1. We have a pure MTS(13,2) containing a pure MTS(6,2) and a pure 
MTS(21,2) containing a pure MTS(lO, 2), respectively. Let v = 6, 7, 10 and 13 in 
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Lemma 2.2. We obtain a pure MTS(16,2) containing a pure MTS(6,2), a pure 
MTS(18,2) containing a pure MTS(7,2), a pure MTS(24,2) containing a pure 
(10,2) and a pure MTS(30,2) containing a pure MTS(13,2), respectively. Let 
v =6 and 10, we obtain a pure MTS(19,2) containing a pure MTS(6,2) and a 
pure MTS(27,2) containing a pure MTS(10,2), respectively. 0 
Lemma 3.5. Zf v = 0 or 1 (mod 3) and v > 13, then there exist a pure MTS(v, 2) 
containing a pure MTS(v,, 2), where v. = 6, 7 or 10. 
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction. For 13 < v =Z 31, this has been done in 
Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4. Now suppose v > 31. If v = 0 (mod 3), then we may write 
u = 6t + 6 = 2 + (3t + 1) + 4 or II = 6t + 9 = 2 - (3t + 1) + 7, 3t + 12 13. If u = 1 
(mod3) then we may write v=6t+4=2*3t+4 or v=6t+7=2-3t+7, 3t> 
15. Then the conclusion follows from Lemmas 2.2 and 2.4. 0 
As a consequence of Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5, we have proved the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 3.6. There existi a pure MTS(v, 2) if and only if v = 0 or 1 (mod 3), 
v 26. 
4. Existence of pure MTS(u, 3) 
The purpose of this section is to prove that there exists a pure MTS(v, 3) for 
every v 2 8. 
Lemma 4.1. Zf q Z= 8 is a prime power, then there exists a pure MTS(q, 3). 
Proof. There is a finite field of order q, denoted GF(q), for every prime power 
q. If q 2 8, then #(q - 1) 2 3 and hence there is a primitive element x of GF(q), 
x f 2, 2-l. Let B, = (0, 1, X) and 
Bj = xiBo = (0, x’, x’+l), 0 6 i 6 q - 2. 
Let 3 be obtained by developing the base blocks Bi, i = 0, 1, . . . , q - 2, then it 
can be readily verified that (GF(q), B) is a MTS(q, 3). As it is proved in [6] that 
the underlying B[3, 6; q] is simple, so the MTS(q, 3) is pure. Cl 
It is proved in [6] that if q is a prime power and there exists a simple B[3, 6; v], 
v < q, then any simple B[3, 6; v] can be embedded in a simple B[3, 6; v + q]. The 
following lemma is an analogue for pure Mendelsohn triple systems with A = 3. 
Lemma 4.2. Any pure MTS(v, 3) can be embedded in a pure MTS(v + q, 3) if 
q 2 8 ti a prime power and q > v. 
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Proof. Since q Z= 8 is a prime power, then @(q - 1) 2 3. So there is a primitive 
element x of GF(q), x #2, 2-l. Thus, by Lemma 4.1, there is a pure MTS(q, 3) 
on GF(q) with ((0, xi, xi+‘) 10 s i c q - 2) as the set of base blocks. Now let 
(V, d) be a pure MTS(u, 3) where V = {mo, ml, . . . , w,-~}. For each i = 
0, 1, . . . ) v - 1, substitute the base block (0, xi, A?‘) by the following 3 base 
blocks: (co;, 0, x’), (mi, 0, X’(X - l)), (co;, 0, -xi+‘). NOW let P& be the set of 
blocks obtained by developing the base blocks (mi, 0, xi), (mi, 0, ni(x - l)), 
(mi, 0, -xi”) for each i = 0, 1, . . . , ZJ - 1, and let C!& be the set of blocks 
obtained by developing the base blocks (0, xi, xi+‘) for each j = v, v + 
1 9 . . . 9 q-2. Let X= V UGF(q), C?j3 = dlJ 33, U S$. Then it can be easily 
checked that (X, 3) is a pure MTS(v + q, 3) containing (V, d) as a 
subsystem. 0 
Lemma 4.3. There exists a pure MTS(15, 3). 
Proof. Let X = Z,, and the following base blocks of % be developed (mod 15): 
((0, 193) (0,3,7), (0,5, I), (076, I), (0, I, 12) 
(0,7,2), (0,5,2), (0,9,3), (0,6,2), (031, II), 
(O,S, I), (032, II), (0,2,8), (0,3,8)). 
Then it can be checked that (X, CCJ’3) is a pure MTS(15, 3). q 
Lemma 4.4. Zf 8 c v s 21, then there exists a pure MTS(v, 3). 
Proof. By Lemma 4.1, there exists a MTS(v, 3) for v = 8, 9, pure 11, 13, 16, 17 
and 19. By Lemma 4.2, there exists a MTS(v, 3) for v = 10, pure 12, 14, 18, 20 
and 21. The existence of a pure MTS(15, 3) is proved in Lemma 4.3. El 
Theorem 4.5. There exists a pure MTS(v, 3) for every v 2 8. 
Proof. For 8 <v < 21, this has been done in Lemma 4.4. Now assume v 2 22. If 
v is even, then we write v = 2v, + 4, ~~39, if v is odd, then we write 
v = 2v,+ 7, ~28. By Lemmas 2.2 and 2.4, the theorem is proved by 
induction. Cl 
5. Indecomposability 
In this section we shall give an almost complete solution to the existence of 
indecomposable pure MTS(v, A) for A = 2 and 3. The following lemma will be 
used repeatedly throughout this section and the proof is obvious. 
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Lemma 5.1. Zf a pure MTS(u, A) contains an indecomposable subsystem 
MTS(v, A), then it is also indecomposable. 
Lemma 5.2. There exists an indecomposable pure MTS(v, 2) for v = 6, 7, 10. 
Proof. We have constructed a pure MTS(v, 2) for v = 6, 7 or 10 in Lemma 3.1. It 
is proved [5] that there does not exist a MTS(6, l), so every MTS(6,2) must be 
indecomposable. The pure MTS(7,2) constructed in Lemma 3.1 is indecom- 
posable since the underlying B[3, 4; 71 can only be decomposed into a B[3, 3; 71 
and a B[3, 1; 71. The pure MTS(lO, 2) comes from orienting the triples of the 
indecomposable B[3, 4; lo] in [3], so it must be indecomposable. Cl 
Theorem 5.3. There exists an indecomposable pure MTS(v, 2) for every v = 0 or 1 
(mod 3), v > 6, v # 9, 12. 
Proof. For v = 6, 7 and 10, the existence of an indecomposable pure MTS(v, 2) 
has been established in Lemma 5.2. We have proved in Lemma 3.5 that if v = 0 
or 1 (mod 3) and v 2 13, then there exists a pure MTS(v, 2) containing a pure 
MTS(v,, 2) where v0 = 6, 7 or 10, and hence for every v =O or 1 (mod 3) and 
v 2 13, there exists a pure MTS(v, 2) containing an indecomposable pure 
MTS(vO, 2). By Lemma 5.1, this MTS(v, 2) must be indecomposable. This 
completes the proof. Cl 
Lemma 5.4. There exists an indecomposable pure MTS(v, 3) for every v = 2 
(mod 3), v 2 8. 
Proof. There exists a pure MTS(v, 3) for every v = 2 (mod 3), v 2 8, by 
Theorem 4.5. But there does not exist a MTS(v, 1) if v =2 (mod 3). So every 
MTS(v, 3) is indecomposable if v = 2 (mod 3). 0 
Lemma 5.5. There exists an indecomposable pure MTS(v, 3) if 17 6 v < 40. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.4, there exists an indecomposable pure MTS(v, 3) for 
v = 17, 20, 23, 26, 29, 32, 35 and 38. By Lemma 4.2, there exists a pure 
MTS(V, 3) containing an indecomposable pure MTS(8, 3) for v = 19, 21, 25, 27, 
31, 33, 37, and 39; there exists a pure MTS(v, 3) containing an indecomposable 
pure MTS(11, 3) for v = 24, 28, 30, 34 and 36, and there exists a pure MTS(31, 3) 
containing an indecomposable pure MTS(14, 3). To complete the proof, we give 
direct constructions of pure MTS(18, 3) and pure MTS(22, 3) containing an 
indecomposable pure MTS(8, 3). 
Let X = 1% 032, 033, m4, % 0°6, 0°7, % } and (X, a) be an indecomposable 
pure MTS(8, 3). Let V = Z,_, U X and (V, 93) be an indecomposable pure 
MTS(v, 3) where $%3 = d U 93’. 
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u = 18. Let mi + j = mi for any wi E X and j E ZiO. Let 
((O”l, O, j)) = {tooi f7 j + t, 1 f E zlO}, 
(Cwi7 0, i)o) = {(“i, 2t, i + 2t) 1 t = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4}, 
((03i, 0, j)J = {(O”i, 2t + 1, j + 2t + 1) 1 t = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4}, 
((0, a, b)) = {(r, a + t, b + t) 1 t E Zi,,}. 
Let 
2 = (((0, 1,5)), ((?, 0, l)), ((ml, 0,2)), ((a,, 0,7)), ((% 0,4)), 
((% 0,8)), ((% 0,5)& ((% 0, l)i), ((~3, 0,3)), ((~3, 0,6)), 
((O”3, 0,5),), ((w3, 0, l)o), ((~d,O, 8)) ((004, 077)) ((~4, 0,4)), 
((O”5T 0,9)), ((O”5, 0,8)), ((~5, 0,5),,), ((~5, 0,3),), ((we, 0,6)), 
((we, 039)) ((% 0,5),)> ((% 0,3),), ((‘% 0,2)), ((% 0,3)), 
((w7,0, 6)), ((US, 0,2)), ((c%,O, 7)) ((c%, 0,9))} (mod 10). 
v = 22. The base blocks of 9’ are 
((0, 1>7), (0,277) (0,377) (0,2,6), (0,3,9), (%O, 9) (wi,O, lo), 
(001, 0, 11) (% 0,12), (% 0713) (%O, 8), (% 0,9), (003, 0 lo), 
(% 0, 11) (% 0,12), (%, 0913) (co‘%, 0, 10) (005, 0  l), (005, 0 3), 
(cog, 094) (we> 0, l), (~,, 0,2), (~6, 035) (~7, 0,6), (%O, 9) 
(~7.0, ll), (WS, 0,8), (%O, 12), (ws, 0,13)} (mod 14). 0 
Theorem 5.6. There exists an indecomposable pure MTS(v, 3) for v = 8, 11, 14 
and every v 3 17. 
Proof. For v = 8, 11 and 14, see Lemma 5.4. For 17 G v < 40, this has been done 
on Lemma 5.5. If v 241, we write v = 2v, + 4 or v = 2v,, + 7. By Lemmas 2.2 
and 2.4, and by induction, the conclusion then follows. Cl 
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